
Middle School and Up

Mapping the Oceans
Did you know we have better maps of Venus, Mars and the moon than we do of the
oceans? It’s true! Try your hand at recreating 3D ocean maps and consider both  the
benefits and challenges of mapping the deep sea.

What will you learn?
● Differences in ocean floor terrain
● Observation and critical thinking skills
● Mindfulness through creative expression

Materials:
● Tray or pan
● Clay
● Print out of ocean maps for reference
● Optional: Anything you have on hand to shape, carve or mold your clay
● Optional: Water

Instructions:
● Select a map from the options provided, or explore the Library’s resources to find an

ocean map of your choosing.
○ Get started using the Library’s Digital Collections or check out free databases

like BrainPOP or Explora Middle School.
● Examine the blue areas (the ocean!) on your selected map.
● Grab some clay and begin to construct the overall shape of your ocean floor based

on your map.
● Use your fingers, or whatever tool you have available, to begin to shape, mold or

carve your clay.
○ Pay close attention to areas where the blue is very light or very dark. What do

you think these different shades imply?

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
https://www.nypl.org/research/collections/articles-databases/search?q=&audience_by_age=217&page=1


○ Some areas on the map are very intricate and will require precision. What
does this say about the underwater formations?

Reflection Questions:
● What obstacles might there be in mapping the oceans?
● What benefits are there to mapping the oceans?
● What technologies could be used to aid in the mapping process?
● How would you try to map the oceans without the use of today’s technology?

Explanation:
Mapping the floor of the ocean presents a unique challenge because we aren’t able to use the
same technology we use to map land! Mapping this information is extremely important,
because the information helps us in a variety of ways. At the most basic level, mapping the
ocean’s floor allows ships and other seafaring vessels to more easily and accurately navigate
around any obstacles. This is even more important for vessels like submarines, which travel
underwater.

Ocean floor mapping has big implications for our understanding of natural events like
underwater landslides, which trigger tsunamis and other catastrophic events. We are also able
to more easily identify structures like submarine volcanoes and canyons, which have a major
impact on water currents. When we are able to track currents, we have a better chance of
understanding and predicting the way in which they will behave. This is a huge advantage,
because water currents influence climate and weather patterns.

Early attempts to map the ocean saw nautical mapmakers, also known as cartographers, using
a lead line (plumb) to judge depth. A lead line is very simple! It consists of a weight, covered in
something sticky like grease, attached to a rope. The weight would be lowered until it hit the
ocean floor, which was proven by sediment sticking to the grease. The rope would then be
measured, which produced the alleged depth of that area. It was both inaccurate and took a
long time!

As technology advanced, specifically in the early 20th century, cartographers were able to use
acoustic technology to more efficiently and accurately map the floor. One innovation out of this
technology are echosounders. They are not only used for mapping purposes, but also for
navigation and detecting schools of fish or plankton and function by sending a sound into the
water, where it travels until it reaches the floor. Then, its echo bounces back and the amount of
time it takes for the echo to “return” allows scientists and cartographers to determine the depth
of a given area. Today, most ships, including small fishing boats, will have an echosounder
onboard.  While there have been major strides made in mapping the ocean, there are still many



areas unaccounted for: there is a major movement to map the rest of the ocean by 2030, which
will take a great deal of collaborative effort from folks across the globe!

More to Explore at the Library:
Even though great strides have been made in our understanding of the ocean’s depths,
mapping them presents a unique challenge! Investigate further with tales, both fact and fiction,
below!

Guide created by Alexandria Abenshon.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28solving%20the%20puzzle%20under%20the%20sea%29%20a%3A%28burleigh%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb20077422__SPernetta%2C%20John.__P0%2C1__Orightresult__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22672965__St%3A%28The%20last%20mapmaker%29%20a%3A%28soontornvat%29__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def







